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Experiments With Plasmas Artificially
Injected Into Near-Earth Space
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Plasma injection experiments in space are being ordered according to five aspects: (1)

Diagnostics of electric fields, (2) Coupling to the ionosphere, (3) Interactions with the

solar wind, (4) Modification experiments, and (5) Special physical processes. Historically

first were releases of neutral gases with the aim to measure atmospheric parameters.

They were soon followed by plasma injections applied to the measurement of plasma

flows and parallel electric fields. Long-range coupling to the environment was a most

important aspect of the plasma releases. It concerned, on the one hand, the need

for corrections of the derived diagnostic parameters and, on the other hand, the

understanding of the formation of the ubiquitous striations and deformations of the

plasma clouds. A special application was the investigation of cometary interactions

by releases in the solar wind. Modification experiments in the ionosphere were done

intentionally or occurred as byproducts of rocket launches or other activities. A particular

goal was to trigger natural large-scale ionospheric instabilities like equatorial spread F

in order to improve the understanding of the natural phenomena. Large-scale plasma

injections in the magnetosphere have been performed in order to change the conditions

of wave-particle interactions and potentially trigger observable effects. Special goals were

so-called skidding experiments and testing Alfvén’s critical ionization velocity effect. In

this review, we will emphasize the principle objectives and illustrate the results from

selected experiments.

Keywords: barium clouds, coupling to ionosphere, modification experiments, artificial comets, critical ionization

velocity, auroral acceleration, auroral stimulations

DIAGNOSTICS OF ELECTRIC FIELDS BY TRACING VISIBLE
PLASMA CLOUDS

It was Bates (1950), who made the first proposal to release metallic and molecular vapor clouds
in the upper atmosphere as a tool to measure atmospheric parameters and excitation processes.
Beginning in the mid-fifties the idea was taken up by various groups in the United States
(Edwards et al., 1956), Australia (Groves, 1960; Rees, 1961), and France (Blamont et al., 1960).
A large number of elements were employed in chemical releases, metallic atoms such as Li,
K, Na, Sr, Ba, Al, and compounds such as NO, NO2, SF6, AlO, and BaO. The main goal was
the investigation of diffusion processes, wind profiles, density, turbulence, and temperature.
The technique had the advantage of relative technical simplicity, short preparation times, and
many novel insights into a hitherto little known territory. A short overview can be found in
Harang (1969).
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Haerendel Artificial Plasma Clouds

This review will not deal with the accomplishments pertaining
to the neutral atmosphere, but concentrate on the exploration
of the near-Earth plasma environment. It soon turned out that
the injection barium vapor clouds was the most efficient tool.
The first successful releases of barium were made by Armstrong
(1963) at the Weapons Research Establishment in Woomera,
Australia. The releases were carried out at heights of only 100 km
and led to barely detectable ion emissions not yet exhibiting
strong coupling to the magnetic and electric fields. However,
it was to be expected that the groups working with chemical
releases from sounding rockets would soon widen the application
to the plasma realm. The main push came from a completely
different direction.

It was his study of cometary plasma tails as natural probes of
the state of the interplanetary mediumwhat let Ludwig Biermann
at the Max Planck Institute for Physics and Astrophysics in
Munich propose to perform release experiments suited to create
conditions similar to those found in cometary ion tails (Biermann
et al., 1961). His proposal fortuitously coincided with the decision
of the Federal Republic of Germany in 1961 to enter space
research and to charge Biermann’s Institute for Astrophysics
with that task. Reimar Lüst, although a theorist, was asked to
form the first German team dedicated to space research. Taking
up Biermann’s proposal of creating an “artificial comet” as the
first goal, promised to be a quick start. It was of course not
regarded necessary to employ materials as found in comets, such
as CO+, N2+, etc. Materials with low photo-ionization potential
and resonance lines in the visible spectral range, such as Sr
and Ba, appeared to be the best choice. It was of invaluable
help that Jacques Blamont offered the group of Reimar Lüst
space on his sounding rockets. The first experiments in 1963
with mixtures of barium oxide and aluminum turned out not to
produce significant amounts of free Ba atoms (Föppl et al., 1965).
In late 1964, however, at experiments carried out on flights from
Hammaguir in the Sahara desert, the observers saw for the first
time substantial emissions of Ba I and Ba II (Föppl et al., 1967).

The first experiments were typically performed at heights of
150 km and primarily dedicated to finding the most efficient
chemical reaction. Instead of the conventional thermite mixtures,
using the reaction:

(1+ n)Ba+ CuO → BaO+ Cu+ nBavapour (1)

with n chosen above the stoichiometric equivalent to the amount
of CuO, turned out to be the best choice. It became the standard
mix for practically all subsequent experiments. A second most
helpful result from these first experiments was the finding
that photoionization of atomic barium was much faster than
calculated in Föppl et al. (1965). Later experiments at higher
altitude allowed to determine the true time-scale of nearly 30 s.
The explanation was found by Haser (1967), namely a two-
step process involving excitation of two metastable levels and
ionization from there by the more intense solar UV emissions
(Drappatz, 1972; Carlsten, 1975).

At the same time, Haerendel et al. (1967) addressed the
relation between the observed motion of a Ba+ cloud and
the transverse electric field. The essential point is that the

modification of the electric field by the locally enhanced
Pedersen conductivity is reduced by current exchange between
the more highly conducting lower ionosphere and the weakly
conducting cloud. Crucial is the ratio, λ∗ = 6P2/6P1,
between the integrated Pedersen conductivity, 6P, inside the
whole flux tube pervading the cloud (index 2) and that at
the outside (index 1). The ratio κibetween the gyro- and
collision frequencies for the barium ions is typically well
above unity for clouds generated in the middle or even upper
F region. For the E region κi ≈ 1. Figure 1 depicts
the situation. It shows a deviation of part of the E region
Pedersen currents through the barium cloud by exchanging field-
aligned currents. Thereby the contribution of the E layer to
the electric polarization field is being reduced mitigating its
enhancement by the presence of the barium plasma. Since the
cloud is finite in three dimensions, also the Hall conductivity
is of importance. However, in most cases it can be safely
assumed that the Ba-cloud adds very little to it. Furthermore,
the neutral wind velocity at cloud level, vn, enters into
the relation derived for the transverse electric field, E⊥, the
quantity of prime interest. Assuming that, owing to the high
parallel conductivity, magnetic field lines are equipotentials,
is a good approximation within the ionosphere. The relation
connecting the observed cloud motion, V⊥, with the transverse
electric field:

E0⊥ ≈
1+ λ∗

2

B

c

[

eB × V⊥ +
1

κi
(V⊥ − vn⊥) +

λ∗ − 1

λ∗ + 1
vn⊥ × eB

]

(2)

could be used in two ways. On the one hand, it allowed for the
first a reliable determination of magnetospheric electric fields
and, on the other hand, served for estimating the contribution
of polarization fields. The latter are the cause of the frequently
evolving distortions of the clouds by creating divergences of the
Pedersen current in the E region and secondary conductivity
changes thus modulating the E× B drift of the barium ions. Of
course, the external electric field can be quite inhomogeneous
from the outset, in particular in the auroral magnetosphere.
In the following we will first concentrate on the first products
of the barium cloud technique, the insights obtained into the
magnetospheric electric fields, and address distortions and fine
structures in section Distortions and Striations.

In the late 60s and early 70s direct electric field measurements
were still in the development phase. Electric fields derived
from Ba cloud motions provided the first trustworthy
information about the convection of the magnetospheric
plasma, albeit restricted to the times of sunrise and sunset due
to the experimental conditions. A summary of the first years’
experiments, not only by the Max Planck group, but augmented
by similar experiments taken up by the University of Alaska
(Wescott et al., 1969, 1970) and Goddard Space Flight Center
(Heppner, 1971), is displayed in Figure 2 (from Haerendel,
1972). It exhibits the eastward and westward convection at
high magnetic latitudes separating at a local time near 22:00.
On the polar cap the sense appears to be reversed. Separating
the flow vectors according to geomagnetic conditions showed
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Haerendel Artificial Plasma Clouds

FIGURE 1 | Interaction of a finite cylindrical cloud with the lower ionosphere.

Horizontal arrows,
−−→
J1,2, are ion currents, the suffix 2 referring to field-lines

passing through the cloud. Vertical arrows,
−→
J s, are field-aligned electron

currents, and
−→
E 1,2 the electric field. The cartoon shows that part of the E

region Pedersen current is rerouted through the barium cloud by exchanging

field-aligned currents. This leads to a reduction of the polarization field caused

by the enhanced total conductivity and thus affects the observable motion of

the cloud (Haerendel et al., 1967).

already the typical ordering which was to be fully elaborated
in subsequent years, both by interpreting ground magnetic
perturbations in terms of overhead Hall currents (e.g., Heppner,
1969) and directly from electric field measurements by double
probes (e.g., Mozer and Bruston, 1967; Aggson, 1969). Not being
restricted to twilight conditions and a few launch sites, the latter
methods made these products of chemical release experiments
on the long run obsolete. However, simultaneous flights of
double probes and plasma cloud experiments proved very useful
for intercalibration of the two methods (Fahleson et al., 1971;
Kelley et al., 1975).

Barium cloud experiments in the ionosphere had quickly
become very popular. Besides the above mentioned groups
also the Air Force Cambridge Research Laboratories (AFGRL)
(Rosenberg, 1971) took up this technique already in 1967.
Experiments were not only performed at high magnetic latitudes
but also at mid-latitudes and near the magnetic equator. Useful
insights were obtained, as for instance into the driver of the
Sq-current system. A collection of data from releases at mid-
latitudes provided electric field measurements supporting the
dynamo theory of Stewart (1882) with the neutral wind as
driver (Haerendel and Lüst, 1968a). Releases from Thumba/India
confirmed the peculiar behavior of the equatorial ionosphere at
sunset and sunrise as inferred from incoherent scatter data. We
will return to this topic in section Modification Experiments.

There are, however, situations in which plasma cloud
experiments can yield unique insights. One of them is
the motions and distortions of the seeded plasma in the
neighborhood of auroral arcs. Furthermore, propagation or
expansion parallel to themagnetic field can at times yield valuable
information on the magnetic field direction and its variation,
and most importantly, on parallel acceleration. A few results will
be discussed.

FIGURE 2 | Summary of the paths of barium clouds projected into an invariant

latitude-magnetic local time plane. Open circles end a 5min interval, full circles

a 10min interval (Haerendel, 1972). Paths labeled W refer to data from

Wescott et al. (1969, 1970) and Heppner (1971). It exhibits the eastward and

westward convection at high magnetic latitudes separating at a local time near

22:00 and a reversed sense of convection on the polar cap.

Relative Motions of Plasma Clouds and
Auroral Arcs
A fascinating variety of situations has been met when barium
plasma clouds were injected in the neighborhood of auroral arcs.
They ranged between parallel alignments of the cloud paths with
the orientation of the arcs and greatly different relative motions,
including crossings of the two. The first type of observations was
made duringmagnetic quiet conditions and revealed that the arcs
were embedded in the general plasma convection. The electric
field was typically found to point normal to the arcs (Wescott
et al., 1969). The second type of findings was obtained during
strong magnetic activity. It transpired that the source of energy
injected into the arcs was not frozen into the magnetospheric
plasma but originated from intrusions of energy arriving from
progressively further poleward.

Figure 3 documents a striking example of the latter. The
event resulted from the injection of a barium jet along B from
540 km altitude by means of a shaped charge. It was performed
in the dusk sector during an ongoing substorm further east
(Wescott et al., 1975). The Ba+ jet traveling upward to high
altitudes had already split into several east-west separated streaks,
when the aurora south of them was activated, forming a spiral
structure and propagating poleward opposite to the equatorward
drift of barium streaks. Crossing by the aurora had no effect
on the plasma convection as manifested by the barium plasma.
Another example occurred during a substorm about 3 h before
magnetic midnight (Kelley et al., 1975). It was astounding how
fast a rather irregular arc propagated poleward across the south-
easterly drifting barium clouds. Both cases demonstrated the
same facts, namely that the influx of new energy into the
magnetosphere during substorms (and possibly also at other
occasions) proceeded at progressively further poleward located
flux tubes. However, it must be noted that, at the time of
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Haerendel Artificial Plasma Clouds

FIGURE 3 | Maps showing relative positions of the aurora and the 100 km

projected positions of individual barium streaks. The initial release locations are

at Venetie (V), Ester Dome (ED), and Fort Yukon (FY). After 16min a substorm

starts with new arcs expanding poleward and intercepting the equatorward

moving barium streaks [Reproduced from (Wescott et al., 1975) with

permission of John Wiley and Sons].

these experiments, the understanding of the connection to
events at the outer boundary of the magnetosphere was at best
rudimentarily developed.

The distribution of the energy injected into the
magnetosphere from the tail is accompanied by different
types of aurora. Even today not all of them are understood. The
finding that some Ba+ clouds were moving more-or-less parallel
to an arc was not confirmed by other experiments. Often path or
elongation axis of the Ba+ clouds formed substantial angles with
the auroral arcs (e.g., Haerendel et al., 1969). Later investigations
substituting plasma clouds by incoherent scatter measurements
of plasma drifts revealed the quite normal existence of
proper motions between arcs and the environmental plasma
(Haerendel et al., 1993). Such proper motions demonstrate
that maintenance of the energy supply requires propagation
of the arc into the energy reservoir constituted by sheared
magnetic fields. This connection had been first proposed by the
author in 1980 and subsequently elaborated in several papers
(see Haerendel, 2007).

Field-Aligned Current in the Outer
Magnetosphere
In 1969, the European Space Research Organization ESRO
launched its first highly eccentric satellite, HEOS 1. It carried
among others a barium release canister. It was ignited in March
1969 at a distance of 12. RE (Haerendel andMende, 2012). Closer
look at the orientation of the long axis, obtained by triangulation
from widely separated ground stations, showed a significant
variation during the half-hour visibility. Further look into the
onboard magnetometer data and inspection of the ground
magnetic perturbations in the foot area in the neighborhood
of Godhavn/Greenland revealed in-phase variations in the
ionosphere. This was the first simultaneous measurement of
field-aligned electric currents between the outer magnetosphere

and the ionosphere (Haerendel et al., 1971), at a time when
one had just begun to find signatures of j|| from magnetic field
measurements at low-orbiting satellites (Zmuda et al., 1966,
1970). This example just exhibits one of the pioneering aspects
of the plasma injection experiments in space with, of course, little
sustainable value.

A later example of the above was the observation by Wescott
et al. (1975) that the orientation of barium streaks produced by
shaped-charge injections deviated appreciably from the magnetic
field model. This was attributed to strong field aligned sheet
currents flowing nearby and even allowed determination of
their magnitude.

Field-Parallel Acceleration
The essence of auroral arcs is the conversion of free magnetic
energy into kinetic and thermal energy of accelerated electrons
and ions. Theories of the related existence of parallel potential
drops were developed starting in the late 60’s (Block, 1972; Swift
et al., 1976) based on measurements of strongly field-aligned
auroral electron distributions above auroral arcs (McIlwain,
1960; Evans, 1974). It was therefore most desirable to somehow
succeed injecting Ba+ ions into an auroral acceleration region.
Not only did it require long waiting periods before conditions
suited for a barium injection experiment close to an aurora were
met, but hitting an acceleration region required multiple tries
and was more or less a matter of luck. Since the acceleration
regions extended from about 2,000 km up to and above 8,000 km,
Brunner et al. (1970) from MPE and Wescott et al. (1972)
from the University of Alaska independently developed the
shaped charge injection of barium jets propagating with peak
velocities of about 14 km/s and thus capable of probing heights
of up to 30 000 km. An experiment with this technique from
Søndre Strømfjord/Greenland in January 1975 turned out to
be a lucky occasion (Haerendel et al., 1976). It was aided
by the intrinsic proper motions of the aurora relative to the
background and the injected barium jet. Initially located in an
area of scattered auroral arcs, it expanded upward according
to the adiabatic motion of ions. After 12min an auroral arc
appeared in the neighborhood of the jet. The low-velocity part
of the jet, which meanwhile had sedimented to an altitude of
260 km, showed strongly enhanced transverse electric fields. For
a short while, the jet was lost from observation because of the
decreasing brightness of the strongly elongated streak. It could
be recovered, but only by the most sensitive TV camera at the
Thule observing site. Lacking proper triangulation the height
distribution was determined by fitting with model field lines.
However, distortion of the field by neighboring field-aligned
currents introduced substantial uncertainties which are indicated
in the data presented in Figure 4. In any case, a gain of energy by
several keV is clearly indicated. Interestingly, the other initially
separated streak did not exhibit any acceleration. This shows that
auroral acceleration if restricted to narrow current sheets.

Heppner et al. (1981) found another way for barium clouds to
reach high altitudes. They were generated from a satellite orbiting
at 965 km altitude. By the diamagnetic force, −µ∇B, the orbital
momentum imparted to the ions was converted into parallel
momentum in the upward diverging magnetic field. From the
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FIGURE 4 | Upward propagation of the tip of a shaped-charge injected

barium plasma jet above Greenland. The vertical line marks the appearance of

an auroral arc in the foot area of the jet. The height determinations after the

break were obtained by fitting the jet images from Thule with projected field

lines and are somewhat uncertain (Haerendel et al., 1976).

analysis of the field-aligned motions minor accelerations and
decelerations were derived, but in one case substantial gain of
parallel energy by 6 keV appeared to have occurred at heights
above 15,800 km. The specific virtue of the releases from an
orbiting spacecraft was that, contrary to shaped charge injections,
they allowed measurements of very weak E|| fields and separation
of spatial and temporal variations.

An intimately related result pertaining to the existence of
field-parallel potential drops was the splitting of a streak at
altitudes above 7,000 km by Wescott et al. (1976). It will be
discussed in the next section in the context of coupling to the
ionosphere. Taken together the few successful manifestations
of field-parallel potential drops above auroral arcs can only be
regarded as a proof of principle. No further insights into the
acceleration process as such could be extracted. These were
later on obtained from electric field and particle diagnostics
from low-orbiting satellites, most importantly from the FAST
mission (Carlson et al., 1998). Indeed, practically all aspects
of the experimentation with plasma clouds discussed in this
section were soon after successfully explored and even routinely
measured by in-situ particle and field measurements. All the
same, the barium plasma cloud experiments had the charm
of being first, simple, visible, producing trustworthy results,
and to fascinate professional or accidental observers. Already

in 1968 this was honored by an article in Scientific American
(Haerendel and Lüst, 1968b).

COUPLING TO THE IONOSPHERE

Distortions and Striations
Barium plasma clouds are fascinating objects because of the
visible manifestation of a variety of intriguing physical processes.
A particularly striking aspect of experiments in the auroral
ionosphere is the often observed strong distortions of the
clouds. Figure 5A shows clouds over Ft. Churchill in 1967,
one just being born out of the neutral barium gas, the other
one generated 3min earlier already extended transverse to the
field by more than 200 km. The distortions of the gross shapes
and the ubiquitous appearance of striations along the magnetic
field direction, as shown in Figure 5B, have triggered much
theoretical interest. Both experiments were performed in the
auroral ionosphere where the electric fields are usually high.
Distortions and striations result from interactions with the
lower ionosphere, where the transverse electrical conductivity
maximizes. As sketched in Figure 1, current exchange between
cloud level and E-region by field-aligned electron currents can
short-circuit or at least reduce electric polarization fields caused
by conductivity enhancements by the Ba+ ions. This has the
consequence of changing the conductivity in the E-region due
to the divergences of the transverse Pedersen current at the
interfaces with the field-aligned currents. The thereby generated
secondary polarization fields act back on the on the motion of
the barium ions. The artificial plasma clouds have mostly been
injected at heights above 250 km. At these levels the ions are
dominantly subject to E × B drifts. Any gross modifications of
E⊥ are therefore translated into shear flows, i.e., into distortions.

Equally striking are smaller-scale perturbations growing into
visible striations. In the rear of a moving cloud, density (i.e.,
conductivity) enhancements are slowed down in comparison
with the undisturbed motion because of the reduction of
E⊥. They lag behind and become more pronounced. Density
depletions, on the other hand, experience a higher electric
fields and can advance faster into the cloud. Thus, the rear
side of a drifting cloud is unstable with respect to small-scale
perturbations. The opposite holds for the front side.

What has just been described has soon been recognized
by Linson and Workman (1970) as leading to a cross-field
or gradient drift instability. The non-linearity of the cloud-
ionosphere interactions asked for treatment by numerical
simulations. The stage was set by the two companion papers of
Perkins et al. (1973) and Zabusky et al. (1973) and independently
by Lloyd and Haerendel (1973). Indeed observed bifurcations
(Figure 6) or splitting into multiple structures on the rear side of
the distorted cloud were successfully reproduced by McDonald
et al. (1981). In that paper the further question is pursued why
structures of about 1 km width appear to be “freezing up,” i.e.,
persist for long times, while the gradient drift instability should
lead to splitting into smaller-scale structures. Rocket flights
through barium clouds measuring the electron density indeed
verified the existence of large-amplitude perturbations with scales
well below 1 km matching a power law distribution with a
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FIGURE 5 | (A) Two barium clouds injected above Ft. Churchill/Canada with

3min separation in August 1967. The yellow/blue colors indicate neutral Ba,

the purple color the first injected cloud, strongly extended over 200 km

horizontally. (B) Highly striated and extended barium cloud, also over Ft

Churchill (Haerendel and Lüst, 1968b).

FIGURE 6 | Barium cloud over Kiruna (1968) viewed along the magnetic field

(Haerendel, 1996).

spectral index between −2 and −3 (Baker and Ulwick, 1978).
McDonald et al. (1981) attributed the stabilization of km-scales
to the presence of a hypothetical turbulent diffusivity which,
depending on strength, could stabilize km-scale structures.

An analytical approach to the striation problem was chosen
by Völk and Haerendel (1971). They took into account the
feedback on density perturbations developing in the cloud from
the density changes arising in the background plasma from the
short-circuiting Pedersen currents. Because of a phase shift of the
polarization field by 90 degrees between the density variations
in the cloud and those in the background, the image striations
in the background are tilted with respect to B. Furthermore, the
finite parallel conductivity was included in the stability analysis.
This has the consequence that the effective integrated Pedersen
conductivity is reduced below a certain transverse scale and
with it the depolarization effect. As a result the growth rate of
a density perturbation or striation decreases strongly below a
certain thickness.

In summary we have two competing explanations of the
“freezing-up” of scales above about one km, turbulent diffusivity
or reduced depolarization. The next sub-section introduces
another but related aspect.

Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling
With few exceptions barium cloud experiments were performed
in or, by the shaped-charge technique, out of the ionosphere.
A barium cloud injected from a Scout rocket at a geocentric
distance of 6 RE in 1971 presented a new aspect, a prolonged
phase of acceleration toward the flow speed of the ambient
magnetospheric plasma. Figure 7 shows the development of the
cloud during 1 h of observation. A few minutes after injection
the cloud was seen to split into several magnetic field-aligned
structures. While the brightest streak, the maximum-density
core, followed closely the rocket trajectory, the other streaks with
gradually lower brightness (density) separated with increasingly
higher speed. In the first report on that experiment at a COSPAR
conference (Haerendel, 1973) only preliminary results were
presented with scarce speculative interpretations. Coupling to
the ambient plasma and steady momentum deposition in the
ionosphere was recognized as the most intriguing aspect raised
by the experiment, but no detailed analysis was attempted. The
greatest surprise was the apparent absence of oscillatory motions
with a period of the bounce time of an Alfvén wave between cloud
and ionosphere as predicted by the seminal theory of Scholer
(1970). The rather different speeds assumed by the structures
were (falsely) related to local gradients and variable ambient
flow speeds.

The other striking observation, made by the onboard search
coil magnetometer, was the formation of a diamagnetic core.
Entry into the returning field after one half minute indicated a
width of the boundary much thinner than the gyroradius of a Ba
ion. The true nature of the magnetic field return transpired much
later at the occasion of the artificial comet experiments (s. section
Interaction With the Solar Wind).

In retrospect it is hardly understandable that the evaluation
of this most challenging experiment was left in this rudimentary
stage. This can only be attributed to the lack of manpower and the
pressure exerted by the close sequence of campaigns in various
remote places, but not be excused. Publication in a refereed
journal had to wait for 40 years. Finally, the treasures inherent
in that experiment were finally unearthed.

Haerendel and Mende (2012) first reviewed the experimental
parameters of cloud and environment and, following (Scholer,
1970) determined the magnitude of the theoretical coupling time
constant to the environments:

τ0 =
µ0 ρc ℓ|| vA

2B2
(3)

With ρc being the mass density in the respective streak of
the cloud, ℓ|| the effective length of the streak, vAthe Alfvén
speed, and B the ambient magnetic field strength. It turned
out to be almost 4 orders of magnitude larger than the
bounce period of an Alfvén wave. With the high reflectivity
of the ionosphere, little momentum would be transferred to
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FIGURE 7 | Six frames of the evolution of a barium cloud injected into the

magnetosphere at 31 600 km altitude in 1971. The different relative speeds of

the structures are inversely related to their mass loading density (Haerendel,

1973; Haerendel and Mende, 2012).

the ionosphere but instead stored in increases of the magnetic
shear stresses. Application of Scholer’s theory predicted that the
relative velocity of the cloud should have decreased by an order
of magnitude after about 15 bounce periods (5min) or even
been reversed.

None of this was observed, but rather constant accelerations
of the streaks, the greater, the lower the respective
density/brightness. This meant that, after a short initial
short interaction with the ionosphere by exchanging Alfvén
waves, each streak had found its coupling constant in accordance
with its respective mass content. How was that achieved? After
a few reflections, observationally not resolvable, the streaks had
assumed widths with scales below 1 km, when mapped into the
ionosphere. Scholer (1970) had already suggested that owing
to the finite parallel resistivity, σ||, the integrated Pedersen
conductivity would have to be replaced by a substantially
smaller effective Pedersen conductivity, 6P,eff . The potential
drop inside the ionosphere would not be controlled solely by the
Pedersen conductivity, σP, but by a geometric mean conductivity,
σm = √

σ|| � σP. This would reduce the reflectivity of Alfvén
waves and thus lower the braking time.

Haerendel and Mende (2012) went one step further and
postulated that scale breaking of the initial cloud was the
reason for the formation of the striations. Perfect matching
between wave impedance and effective conductivity, i.e.,

Rw � 6P,eff = 1, yields zero reflectivity. In this case the coupling
constant is:

τo =
ρc ℓ||

2B2 6P,eff
(4)

The principle behind scale-breaking is the optimization of the
energy dumping into the ionosphere (see Haerendel, 2014).
This energy resides in the magnetic tensions acquired by the
initial reflections at the ionosphere. The consequence of perfect
matching is that the transverse electric field of the striation is
applied to the ionosphere and decays inside of it. The existence of
a substantial potential drop above the ionosphere was discarded
by the authors. Thus, the barium structures moved decoupled
from the frame of the ambient plasma but were continuously
losing momentum and kinetic energy with respect to the plasma
frame until reaching the ambient flow speed. The leading diffuse
streak in Figure 7was indeed seen to acquire a velocity consistent
with the external flow speed.

It is interesting to compare the here discussed coupling
process with that of the ionospheric releases. The difference lies
in the ratio of the time scales for momentum coupling with
growth times of any deformation. In case of magnetospheric
plasma injections, the ratio is large. The opposite holds for
ionospheric clouds. Effective depolarization, as discussed in the
preceding sub-section, means effective coupling. Formation of
smaller-scale striations is enabled by decoupling due to reduction
of the effective Pedersen conductivity thus allowing instabilities
and relative motions. An interesting intermediate case was the
Cameo releases from an orbiting spacecraft at 965 km, already
discussed in sub-section Field-Parallel Acceleration (Heppner
et al., 1981). All releases formed sheets of series of field-aligned
streaks, obviously owed to the above discussed scale-breaking
process. It would be rewarding if one could re-evaluate the
observed irregularities of the initial transverse motions in terms
of a finite momentum coupling time.

It is interesting to compare the above described experiment
with later releases at various heights in the magnetosphere by
the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES)
(Fuselier et al., 1994). Depending on geocentric distance (2.0 RE,
3.4 RE, 4.8 RE), i. e. onmagnetic field strength and plasma density,
the coupling times to the frame of the ambient medium varied
from 25 s to 5min. This was entirely attributed to the momentum
coupling to the ambient plasma. Only in one of the releases
(G-3) there were indications of reflection at the ionosphere. A
comprehensive overview of the CRRES experiments has been
provided by Bernhardt (1992).

Decoupling by Potential Drops in the
Magnetosphere
Decoupling from the ionosphere by processes within the
magnetosphere can occur basically in two ways, by field-parallel
potential drops in field-aligned current sheets or within kinetic
Alfvén waves, owing to a finite E|| component. In the first case,
the macro-physical reason is the mirror effect on the low-density
energetic electrons carrying the current. The micro-physical
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reasons for sustaining the parallel electric fields are smaller-
scale turbulence and, in particular, the action of solitary waves.
While quasi-stationary auroral current sheets have typically
widths of the order of 10 km, propagating kinetic Alfvén waves
have considerably smaller transverse scale comparable to the
electron gyroradius.What would we expect from barium plasmas
injected into such acceleration region? Two effects, upward
acceleration of the positive ions accompanied by decreasing
brightness and decoupling from magnetospheric convection as
indicated by accompanying lower-altitude clouds. The ion jet
experiment from Greenland, discussed in sub-section Field-
Parallel Acceleration, showed upward acceleration, but the
decoupling, although very likely, could not be confirmed because
of the lack of proper triangulation of the upper streak.

An experiment by Wescott et al. (1976) exhibited a reversed
behavior. Clear decoupling was seen but very little upward
acceleration. Barium ion jets were injected by rocket flights
from Alaska into a diffuse aurora in the dawn sector. Figure 8
shows the development of the streak. At 15min after injection a
brightening of almost a factor of 3 was observed above an altitude
of 5,500 km accompanied by a splitting into two secondary rays
above that altitude. This has been interpreted as a decoupling
by a parallel potential drop. The origin of the brightening was
attributed to a Doppler shift out of the minimum of the Ba+

absorption line at 4,554 Å, caused by a sudden increase of
the combined upward and transverse ion velocities away from
the sun. Quantitative checks supported this explanation. Only
relatively low velocity increases were needed. And curiously,
evaluation of the upward motions suggested an energy gain of
only 34 eV, well below what is typical for auroral arcs.

The reason for the absence of any strong upward acceleration
observed probably lied in the auroral situation. The barium streak
was determined to nearly coincide with the poleward edge of
an omega band. At this boundary exists a strong flow shear
from mildly eastward inside the visible bands to a rapid eastward
speed of up to 4 km/s (Buchert et al., 1988). Furthermore, from
fitting the high-altitude main streak with magnetic field models,
Wescott et al. (1976) derived the existence of an upward sheet
current of 0.2 A/m. This is in good agreement with the nature
of omega bands which are caused by precipitation of typically
10 keV magnetospheric electrons carrying rather weak parallel
currents of order 1 µA/m2distributed over 100 km north-south
or more (Buchert et al., 1990). This means that for sustaining
the current no post-acceleration of the electrons is needed. There
is a dilemma. The observed splitting of flux tubes filled with
barium plasma above 5,000 to 6,000 km is not disputable and
no other obvious reason for that than electrostatic decoupling
comes to mind. On the other hand, the geophysical nature of
the local aurora does not require parallel potential drops, nor
do the Ba+ ions indicate their existence except for a few tens of
volt. Can it be that there are indeed weak potential drops existent
at the interface between the dilute hot magnetosphere and the
cooler and denser topside ionosphere? The one-dimensional
model of electric fields in upward field-aligned currents by Ergun
(2002) showed exactly that possibility. At the time of writing
of this review, this appears to be the best explanation for the
discussed observations.

The here presented evidence for magnetospheric decoupling
regarded together with the prior discussion of coupling and
decoupling, including the evidence for field-parallel acceleration
in Sub-section Field-Parallel Acceleration, represent examples
of the unique contributions of the plasma cloud experiments
to the exploration of the fascinating subject of magnetosphere-
ionosphere coupling.

Interaction With the Solar Wind
The proposal of Biermann et al. (1961) to generate plasma
conditions in the solar wind simulating its interaction with
comets, was the first goal of German space research. It took
a quarter century, space around Earth was already widely
explored, before this goal was fulfilled. Only two such “artificial
comet” experiments were performed within the AMPTE mission
(Krimigis et al., 1982). However, the presence of extended in-situ
diagnostics in support of the optical tracing from ground and
aircraft led to a rich harvest of new physical insights. AMPTE
was standing for ActiveMagnetospheric Particle Tracer Explorers
and consisted of three spacecraft from the USA, Germany, and
the United Kingdom. The name was derived from the other
goal of the mission, namely to investigate the mass transfer
efficiency from solar wind and magnetotail into the inner
magnetosphere by injecting primarily Lithium ions form the
outer spacecraft, the Ion Release module (IRM), and searching
for themwith the Charge Composition Explorer (CCE) inside the
magnetosphere. Unfortunately, this part of the mission was not
successful (Krimigis et al., 1986). Here we will only summarize
the physical processes taking place at the location of the
injected plasma.

Pick-Up Ions
The contribution of interstellar helium to the ionic constituents
of the solar wind by photo-ionization of the neutral atoms near
the sun had been a subject of investigation long before the
actual pick-up of freshly ionized lithium ions was recorded by
the AMPTE/IRM spacecraft. A first Li-cloud was injected into
the solar wind ahead of the bow shock for the tracing purposes
mentioned above in September 1984. Being ionized with a time
scale of 1 h, Li+ ions were continuously generated in the freely
expanding neutral cloud and became immediately subject to the
force of local electric field. Initially they just followed the electric
vector, but when born at larger distance from the spacecraft
and thus sufficiently accelerated, the Lorentz force took over.
As seen by the plasma analyzer (Paschmann et al., 1986) and
the Supra-thermal Energy Ionic Charge Analyzer (SULEICA)
(Möbius et al., 1986), the energy of the ions grew with time
and the arrival direction changed. Only weeks after the latter
instrument registered for the first time interstellar He-ions in situ
(Möbius et al., 1985). This was the beginning of a long success
story of interstellar pick-up ions and their role in the solar wind
(Möbius et al., 1988). The AMPTE mission was first in actually
observing the very pick-up process.

Magnetic Cavities
A genuine plasma physical effect of the Li+ injections was the
formation of magnetic cavities. Even with the long ionization
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FIGURE 8 | Plasma jet injected from Alaska showing anomalous brightening after 15min and 15 s above an altitude of 5,500 km accompanied by splitting into two

secondary streaks, which are decoupled from the lower sections of the respective flux tubes. Non-parallelism of the streaks and deviations from model field indicate

nearby upward sheet currents (Reproduced from Wescott et al., 1976 with permission of John Wiley and Sons).

time of lithium and the more so with the fast ionization of
barium, the freshly generated plasma caused a strong inflation
and depression of the magnetic field, lasting until the momentum
of the plasma cloud equaled the external magnetic pressure. This
was already seen in the Scout experiment in the magnetosphere
(section Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling). The altogether
eight AMPTE releases offered a valuable sample of that effect
allowing deeper investigation of the ongoing physical processes.
The most important and hitherto unknown ones were the
unexpectedly fast recovery of the cavity, the mass pile-up behind
the front of the returning field, and the thinness and longitudinal
structure of the magnetic boundary.

Figure 9A documents the first two effects as recorded during
the first artificial comet experiment upstream of the bow shock
on 27 December 1984 (Gurnett et al., 1986). Immediately after
ignition of the Ba charges the magnetic field strength dropped
below the level of sensitivity. After 80 s, a sharp return of the
field with greatly amplified amplitude was accompanied by an
increase of density by a factor of about 5. From estimates of time
and radius of maximum expansion one could determine that the
speed of the returning front of the field was 4.5 km/s. Haerendel
et al. (1986) interpreted what had happened as consequence of
a snow plow effect. The returning field sweeps up the yet un-
magnetized Ba plasma which piles up behind the front. The high
mass load slows down the speed of the returning field to the
thus modified Alfvén speed. Combining magnetic gradient and
curvature forces yielded a value of a Alfvén speed consistent
with the derived speed of the snow plow. In the second comet
experiment of July 1985 and even better in a later experiment

in the magnetotail the snow plow propagation could be clearly
observed.

The magnetic field compression from 10 to 130 nT was
attributed to the action of the solar wind. As sketched in
Figure 9B, magnetic normal and shear stresses contribute about
equally to the force acting on the plasma cloud. This leads to the
compression factor (Haerendel et al., 1986; Haerendel, 1987):

κ =
Bc

B0
= 2MA⊥ = 2

vsw⊥
vA

(5)

With MA⊥≈ 6 the relation can explain the
observed amplification.

The returning magnetic field offered two surprises, the short
duration of the entry of only 0.5 s and the low amplitude of
the electric noise appearing below the electron gyrofrequency
(Gurnett et al., 1986). Expected was a high noise level and
broader width indicating the presence of some kind of anomalous
magnetic diffusivity. The short duration of the electric noise and
its low amplitude suggest the existence of an electron-scale sub-
layer, through which the electrons are scattered into the snow
plow front, which is substantially wider. This became clearer
with a barium injection in the tail in the following year. In
that experiment, the magnetic cavity and the propagating snow
plow were observed more or less along the magnetic field and
well resolved over many minutes. Most remarkable were the
field-aligned ripples covering the inner surface of the already
magnetized plasma (Figure 10a) (Bernhardt et al., 1987). This
modulation was subsequently interpreted by the author in a
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FIGURE 9 | (A) Top panel: Electron number density obtained from the

observed plasma oscillations. Bottom panel: Total magnetic field strength

exhibiting a magnetic cavity for 80 s. Owing to the action of the solar wind, the

magnetic field is strongly compressed and penetrates into the cavity thereby

sweeping up the barium plasma like a snow plow (Gurnett et al., 1986).

(B) Cartoon showing the magnetic normal and shear forces acting on the

cloud. The momentum is transferred through the cloud and is applied to

injecting ions from the rear end into the tail (Haerendel et al., 1986).

paper dedicated to Ludwig Biermann (in German) as owed to
the different ways ions and electrons enter the magnetic field
(Haerendel, 1986). As sketched in Figure 10b, the boundary is
so thin that the ions are hardly deflected by the magnetic field
but stopped by an opposing polarization field. The electrons are
scattered into the boundary layer and, being magnetized, carry
a Hall current shielding the magnetic field. Balancing it with the
current carried by the entering ions, a width of the order of c/ωpi

was derived (Szegö et al., 2000, p. 617). The observed ripples had
widths of about 300 km, whereas the ion inertial radius of the
ions was about twice as large. By contrast, Bernhardt et al. (1987)
attributed the ripples to an interchange instability, but obtained
scales at least one order of magnitude too low. There have been
other interpretations (see below).

Many years later the author noticed the similarity between
barium ions entering the returning magnetic field and a situation
encountered in the central plasma sheet during the onset of
substorms (Haerendel, 2015). He postulated the formation of
a sharp boundary of width, c/ωpi, where ions in the high-
beta central current sheet are being slowed down without being
reflected. The question, not asked in the barium experiment, is:
Where do the energy and momentum go that are deposited by
the ions? The answer came from the reverse side by wondering
about the source of the energy of the highly structured thin
arcs observed at substorm onset. The short-lived erratic bead
structure was attributed to the impact of kinetic Alfvén waves
launched from corresponding ripples of the Hall current in
what was called the “stop layer.” In these ripples the kinetic
energy of the ions is converted into electromagnetic energy
and carried away by the waves. Since their amplitude is
limited by the strength of the stopping magnetic field and
Hall current, energy and momentum can only be deposited
within a limited lateral scale of the order of c/ωpi. While the
stop layer in the equatorial magnetosphere at typically 8 RE is
still a conjecture and the ripples have not yet been observed,
the barium experiment demonstrates their existence in a not
dissimilar situation.

Magnetic cavities were also studied with releases of the CRRES
mission (Huba et al., 1992). The emphasis was mainly directed
toward comparison with numerical simulations by MHD and
non-ideal Hall MHD codes. Structures of scales size 1–2 km
formed within 3 s for the release at 4.8 RE and with scale sizes
of 10–15 km within 22 s for the release at 6.2 RE. They are
attributed to the collisionless Rayleigh-Taylor instability. This
differs decisively from the stop layer mechanism discussed above.
Equally different is the reason for the density increase after
the maximum expansion time in these simulations. It is a pile-
up resulting from sequential deceleration, first of the fastest
ions and followed by the slower ones which are catching up.
Owing to the use of MHD a snow plow effect does not exist.
Unfortunately, there is no accompanying documentation of the
actual optical observations.

Ion Extraction and Momentum Balance
Among the many surprises of the AMPTE barium releases in
the solar wind the perhaps most perplexing one at first sight was
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FIGURE 10 | (a) Ripples on a barium plasma cloud released in the Earth’s

magnetotail (Bernhardt et al., 1987). (b) Proposed formation of the ripples as

caused by the ions penetrating directly into the field with the electrons

following by diffusive entry. The electric field, E, stopping the ions drives a Hall

current which is shielding the magnetic field. Balancing the energy entered by

the ions with the energy carried away along the magnetic field (normal to the

plane) enforces structuring of order c/ωpi (Szegö et al., 2000).

the dynamic behavior of the comet head. During the first 4min,
the center of mass was not at all displaced in the direction of
the oncoming solar wind but at right angles (Valenzuela et al.,
1986). The explanation was given by Haerendel et al. (1986) and

in more detail in Haerendel (1987). In the frame of the barium
cloud (comet head), there is an electric field, E⊥ = −vsw × B,
which is felt by the ions in the boundary layer of the cloud. Ions
are being extracted and enter a cycloidal path much wider than
the cloud dimension. Momentum balance, i.e., the recoil of the
extracting force, pushes the bulk plasma sideways, opposite to
E⊥. The long station-keeping of the cloud in s.w. direction is a
consequence of the generation of a tail. The normal momentum
imparted by the solar wind is transported through the comet head
and delivered to its rear. From there ions are extracted, again by
an electric force, and injected downstream. A cloud image from
the first artificial comet experiment and an explanatory sketch are
contained in Figures 11a,b.

Simple analytical calculations to be found in Haerendel (1987)
and Szegö et al. (2000) lead to the following simple relations. The
accelerating force experienced by the cloud via the draped and
compressed magnetic field is:

g|| ≈
4ρ0 u2sw Ac

Mc
. (6)

Ac is the cross-section of the cloud, andMc the total mass. In the
factor 4 are contained the momentum imparted by the Alfvén
wings of the draped magnetic field and the compression of the
field (s. Equation 5). The transverse acceleration was determined
to be:

g⊥ =
1

4
g|| (7)

The latter actually matches the observations of the lateral
displacement (Valenzuela et al., 1986). Being applied to the tail
formation, g|| could not be directly observed (s. below).

Figure 11b shows the flow lines of the electrons (left) and of
the sw protons (right). The electrons are magnetized and follow
the E × B drift, while the ions experience only mild deflections
by the strong internal magnetic field. Both flows constitute Hall
currents corresponding to the field concentration in the comet
head. The magnetic field is asymmetrically distributed in the
cloud owing to the different widths of the electron and ion Hall
currents. It is the negative magnetic pressure gradient existing
through much of the cloud what transfers the recoil of the ion
extraction pushing the comet head sideways.

Because of the lateral deflection, the AMPTE/IRM exits the
cloud in the direction of the ion extraction. When it had reached
the low-density flank, suddenly (at 1234:23 UT) a very strong
electrostatic noise appeared (Gurnett et al., 1986). The latter
author interpreted the rather unstructured electrostatic noise
as generated by an ion beam-plasma instability between the
nearly stationary barium ions and the rapidly moving solar wind
protons. In the frame of the E× B drifting electrons, the Ba-ions
moving along the E-vector are practically at rest. Papadopoulos
et al. (1987), expanded the theory along the same lines and argued
that the noise was saturating by proton trapping in the electric
wave field. From the spectral energy density in the lower hybrid
region he determined an anomalous ion-ion collision frequency.
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FIGURE 11 | (a) False color image of the first artificial (plasma) comet 4.4min after release in December 1984 exhibiting ion extraction (to the left) and tail formation

(Valenzuela et al., 1986). (b) Interpretation of the cause of the lateral displacement of the comet head (open arrow) as reaction to the extraction of ions by the solar

wind electric field, E. Solar wind protons, H+, are only slightly deflected by the trapped magnetic field, whereas the magnetized electrons perform an ExB-drift along

the opposite flank. The associated Hall current shields the field on one side (Haerendel et al., 1986).

This implies a dynamic momentum coupling from the protons to
the barium ions in addition to the laminar momentum coupling
by the extracting quasi-static electric field.

Tail Formation
As argued above, the station keeping of the cloud in the sw
direction was owed to the momentum imparted by the draped
magnetic field and transported through the cloud to its rear end.
Like in the popular toy of several suspended balls in contact, it
is the last mass that carries away the momentum. But how is
that achieved in the Ba+ cloud? A simple argument is presented
in Szegö et al. (2000). In most of the cloud the upstream
directed normal stress (magnetic and pressure) is balanced by
the downstream pointing tangential stress of the field. The bulk
plasma is not accelerated. Toward the rear, the relation changes.
Both forces point downstream, only balanced by the inertial force
of the accelerated ions. The acceleration completed, the density of
the ion outflow must equal approximately that of the solar wind,
since the ions are neutralized by the solar wind electrons entering
the forming tail from the side and not by the photo-electrons
(Haerendel, 1987). With that assumption the speed attained by
the ions is (Szegö et al., 2000):

u||extr ≈ 2

√

2

µi
vsw (8)

µiis the atomic weight of the ion. For Ba+ this amounts
to 24 % of the sw speed. Photometry of the plasma cloud
was not really possible. However, the pictures obtained by
the Doppler imaging system of Rees et al. (1986) show
clearly the strong drop in density to be expected from the
above considerations.

Computer Modeling
Naturally, the above presented simple analytical derivations are
very simplistic, just trying to catch the essential physics. Reality
is more complex. Fortunately the theoretical plasma physics
community was fascinated by such plasma experiments not
impeded by walls and analyzed on the microphysical scale by
in-situ diagnostics. Many efforts have been made to study the
physics by numerical simulations.

Cheng (1987) studied the lateral deflection of the cloud and
emphasized the role of the deflection of the solar wind protons. It
generates an electric polarization field driving a Hall current on
the side opposite to the solar wind electric field. This maintains
the compressed magnetic field and its normal stresses contribute
to the sideways motion.

Brecht and Thomas (1987) performed a three-dimensional
simulation with a hybrid code in which the electrons were
considered as a massless fluid. They studied in particular
the formation of magnetic cavities and the magnetic field
compression within the snow plow region. They could also
reproduce the cross-field deflection of the cloud.

Huba et al. (1987) applied theory and simulation of the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability to the appearance of striations in
the tail release, discussed and interpreted above. They see the
driver in the slowdown of the initially expanding cloud by the
outer magnetic field. In the large Larmor radius limit, the fastest
growth rates were found at the shortest wavelengths. This is
in agreement with the analysis of Bernhardt et al. (1987) (see
above), but not consistent with the observation. However, the
simulations also showed the longer wavelengths to dominate the
forming structures.

Bingham et al. (1988) simulated the initial magnetic field
compression around the barium cloud and addressed in addition
the observed heating of the electrons. Calculating the beam-
plasma instability and the growth rate of lower-hybrid waves
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they found substantial electron heating by Landau damping
along the magnetic field. However, the observed electron
spectra, as measured by the United Kingdom Sub-satellite
(UKS) only a bit outside the cavity (Bryant et al., 1985),
were more alike to an acceleration by a quasi-static electric
potential drop.

An interesting approach was the bi-ion fluid simulations of
Sauer et al. (1994) and Bogdanov et al. (1996). Light and heavy
ions are considered as fluids and the massless electrons follow
from charge neutrality and Ampere’s law. Christian Fischer in
Szegö et al. (2000) extended the bi-ion fluid simulations to
three dimensions and computed the case of a plasma comet. In
Figure 12 one can clearly recognize the different paths taken
by the heavy ions and the solar wind protons. Furthermore,
it reproduces the observation, more striking with the second
experiment in 1985, that the tail flows are not laminar but form
clumps or knots. The author had suggested a clumping instability
for their formation (Szegö et al., 2000). The simulations confirm
the underlying mechanism that the heavy ions move in and out
of the knots and are thus on average faster than the knots are
proceeding. This has implications on so-called disconnections in
comet tails.

In summary of this incomplete account of the various
processes observed in the two artificial comet experiments,
one can say that they led to the recognition that fundamental
transport processes are often enabled just by the different inertia
of ions and electrons without much accompanying noise.

MODIFICATION EXPERIMENTS

Inospheric Modifications
There are many ways of injecting neutral gases into the upper
atmosphere, both intentionally and as by-products of rocket
exhaust. Once released, some gases, like barium, strontium,
europium are photo-ionized or, in special cases, can be ionized
by collisions. Others undergo chemical reactions by which
the natural plasma component is reduced by recombination
processes, thus creating plasma holes rather than clouds
(Mendillo, 1988). The latter techniques and applications have
been reviewed by Bernhardt et al. (2012). Here we summarize the
attempts to modify the ionosphere for stimulating, triggering, or
at least tracing natural ionospheric instabilities. The formation of
striations in barium clouds discussed in section Coupling to the
Ionosphere is an example.

A most ambitious goal was the attempt to trigger equatorial
spread-F. This phenomenon has attracted much attention. It is
an ionospheric realization of the Rayleigh-Taylor instability after
sunset when the gradient of the denser F-region has risen up to
and above 350 km. A wide range of secondary processes follows
(Hudson and Kennel, 1975; Zalesak et al., 1982). It has been
explored primarily by radar measurements, optical observations,
and by in-situ probing with sounding rockets (Balsley et al.,
1972; Woodman and La Hoz, 1976; Kelley et al., 1982; Kelley,
1989). MPE conducted four rocket campaigns under spread-F
conditions, initially for tracing the evolution of the irregularities
and finally for triggering an instability. The first three attempts
took place in Thumba/India in 1972, in Natal/Brazil in 1973, and

in Punta Lobos/Peru in 1979. Either the rockets failed or spread-
F did not develop, as long as the clouds were observable. The
only result was the appearance of the ubiquitous striations and
distortions. However, in the combined campaigns of BIME by
Narcisi (1983) and Colored Bubbles by Haerendel et al. (1983)
in Natal in 1982, there was partial success. Later theoretical
considerations made clear that charges with 26 kg of the Ba-CuO
mixture as employed in these experiments would not suffice to
generate sufficiently heavy plasma clouds capable of massively
disturbing the ionosphere. Much highermasses would be needed.
However, they sufficed to excite localized spread-F.

The basic idea of the Colored Bubbles experiments was to
place two big barium clouds side by side, on upleg and downleg
of a rocket flight, respectively. It was to be expected, that while
the two flux tubes heavily loaded with barium plasma would
move downward, the flux tube in between would rise. This is
owed to the incompressibility of the magnetic field. The hope
was that eventually the rising flux tube would evolve into a
bubble, the name introduced for a low-density plasma rising
into the dense upper F-region. Such bubbles, specifically their
westward borders, have been recognized as the main sites of
secondary instabilities due to the eastward blowing neutral wind
(Zalesak et al., 1982). However, numerical simulations of the
experimental situation by Çakir et al. (1992) later showed that the
creation of a real bubble would require 40 times higher masses to
be injected.

Besides the two big barium releases near apogee, there were
five small releases on the upleg, in order to trace the vertical
shear of the plasma flows, and a light europium release for
tracing the expected plasma uplift between the big clouds.
Above about 250 km the flows were directed eastward. This
meant that the barium clouds disappeared in the shadow after
about 20min. This precluded optical tracing of the longer-term
development. For this reason the two campaigns had secured
the cooperation of several groups with competence in radio
wave tracing by ionosondes, radar, or recording scintillations
of radio beacons from geostationary satellites. The latter was
performed by Johnson and Hocutt (1984) on a NASA aircraft.
Following the eastward motion of the clouds, they were able to
track scintillations with steadily growing amplitudes consistent
with the continued eastward drift of a region related to the
two big clouds. The best matching localization was the space
between them. Figure 13 shows the measurements during the
second experiment. After 40min the amplitudes were of a size as
found in any natural spread-F. In conclusion, a gross ionospheric
instability arising from the non-linear development of a bubble
did not occur, but equatorial spread-F was for the first time
artificially stimulated.

There was another outcome of the Colored Bubbles campaign.
It was derived from the observed motions of the five small
releases on upleg, which exhibited a strong vertical variation of
the horizontal plasma flows. In an attempt to understand the
reasons for the shear flows, an analytical model using flux tube
integrated quantities was developed and the temporal evolution
of the post-sunset equatorial ionosphere computed. Thereby it
was possible to analyze the roles of the three most important
contributors to shear flow and post-sunset rise of the F-region,
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FIGURE 12 | 3D bi-ion fluid simulation box at t = 200 �−1
h

of magnetic field, Bm, proton velocity, vpx, proton density, np, and heavy ion density, nh, for a 5,000 km

large mass loading event in the solar wind. Left: xz-cut, right: yz-cut. Field lines in the bottom xz-cut are projections of the 3D field through the tail (Christian Fischer in

Szegö et al., 2000).

FIGURE 13 | Scintillation amplitudes of a radio beacon signal through a region disturbed by two injected barium clouds at 350 km height propagating eastward

(Reproduced from Johnson and Hocutt, 1984 with permission of John Wiley and Sons).
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the neutral wind dynamo, the Hall current, and the divergence of
the equatorial electrojet during sunset (Haerendel et al., 1992).

The author is not aware of any subsequent experiment
with the same goal and employing plasma clouds. Attempts
with generating ionospheric holes are being reviewed by Paul
Bernhardt (this volume).

Magnetospheric Modifications
Subsequent to the classical paper by Kennel and Petschek
(1966) on the electromagnetic interaction of energetic particles
trapped in the Earth’s magnetic field with ion cyclotron and
whistler waves, a great many of publications appeared dealing
with the possibility of modifying artificially the resonant
energies by artificially changing the ambient density. The
first suggestion came from Neil Brice (1970). Many detailed
calculations followed showing that plasma enhancement could
lower the resonant energies to an extent that the originally
stable ions or electrons were destabilized leading to enhanced
precipitations and measurable auroral light emissions (Cornwall,
1974; Cuperman and Landau, 1974). When the Max Planck
Institute for extraterrestrial Physics was offered a free ride on
the second Ariane test launch, project “Firewheel” was initiated.
A mother spacecraft carrying 12 release containers and four
instrumented sub-satellites were built in labs in the USA, Canada,
the United Kingdom, and Germany under the leadership of
MPE. Besides the goals described above (section Interaction
With the Solar Wind) in the context of the later performed
artificial comet experiments, a central objective was to realize
a substantial plasma density enhancements by a lithium release
at about 9.5 RE geocentric distance near midnight and observe
in-situ the response of the wave activity and from ground the
stimulated precipitation through enhanced light emissions. In the
Li experiment, a volume of 500 km cross-section would receive a
density enhancement of more than one order of magnitude, and
the phase velocities of the cyclotron waves would be lowered by
the same ratio. Not discussed was the possibility of a maser effect
by trapping of the waves. To the great disappointment, not only
of the participants but also of a widely interested plasma physics
community, the Ariane L02 launch failed.

While the AMPTE mission did not allow for releases inside
the magnetosphere, there appeared a new opportunity with
the Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite of NASA
which was launched in July 1990. Besides a diagnostic payload
the spacecraft carried 24 chemical release containers for 14
different experiments. A larger number of research institutions
and scientists joined the observational efforts and divided the
responsibilities for each of the 6 types of investigations. Two
releases of lithium at high altitudes conjugate to the auroral
ionospheres were planned and performed. However, no positive
results have been reported.

Proof that the predicted stimulated precipitation can work
in principle is supported by a natural experiment, the so-
called SubAuroral Morning Proton Spots (SAMPS) (Frey et al.,
2004). Following a geomagnetic storm, the previously strongly
eroded plasmasphere usually starts growing in size because
of refilling with cool ionospheric plasma. Still existing fluxes
of energetic protons from the ring current then drift into a

new high-density environment lowering the threshold for ion-
cyclotron resonances. This was the situation reported in the
cited paper. With no diagnostics available testifying for the
stimulated wave-particle interactions, only the appearance of
isolate proton emissions in the morning sector had to be taken
as evidence.

Auroral Stimulation Experiments
By contrast with the unsuccessful attempts to stimulate auroral
particle precipitation in the magnetosphere, there was a rich and
successful activity to do so in the auroral ionosphere. Probably
the first encounter of electron precipitation stimulated by a
plasma injections occurred during two barium experiments in
Esrange/Kiruna. Observing auroral emissions from the E-region,
Stoffregen (1970) found enhancements of the 5,577 and 4,278 Å
lines by a few percent lasting for a few tens of sec. No other
diagnostics being available this was only indirect evidence for
stimulated electron precipitation.

Kelley et al. (1974) reported about perturbations connected
with the barium injection process performed on five rocket
flights in the auroral ionosphere dedicated to comparing
different techniques of measuring electric fields. Seven types
of perturbations were identified including changes in electron
temperature and density, in the ac and dc electric fields, and
in the electron flux. Triggering these effects had not been
planned for. The configurations cloud-payload were therefore
somewhat accidental. While the perturbations on the local
plasma environment are to be expected, changes in the energetic
electron fluxes could be indications of long-range effects.
However, in the light of later experiments (see below) it was
rather puzzling that in the only once observed enhancement
of the electron flux, lasting for about 20 s, the pitch-angle
distribution above 15 keV was shifted toward 90◦. The authors
suggested that Alfvén waves triggered by the explosion might
have interacted resonantly with trapped electrons several 100 km
above the rocket.

The first experiment expressly dedicated to triggering electron
precipitations was performed by Holmgren et al. (1980). It was
quite appropriately named “Trigger” and consisted of a mother-
daughter payload. The cesium release from the daughter on
the downleg occurred 1.5 km above the instrumented mother
payload. Cesium was chosen in order to obtain a fast ion
production from the explosion, which for obvious reasons was
planned to be performed in darkness. Forty milliseconds after
the explosion a strong electric signal appeared, reaching a peak
of 200 mV/m after 140ms, and subsiding 100ms later. About
coincident with the electric field maximum a sudden increase of
electrons fluxes by several orders of magnitude was registered
by the downgoing as well as by the upgoing channels, with no
increases in the 90◦ pitch-angles (Figure 14). Most pronounced
were the fluxes at 2 keV. The spectra obtained by Lundin and
Holmgren (1980) are most revealing. The sharp fall-off above
a few keV, together with the field-aligned concentration, means
that there must have been electrostatic acceleration along B.
Downgoing fluxes of up to 11 erg cm−2 s−1 corresponded to a
current density of 1 µA/m2.
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FIGURE 14 | Burst of electrons following the injection of a cesium cloud at

164 km height at Esrange in 1977. Top panel: 2 keV electrons near 150◦ pitch

angle; middle panel: near 0◦ pitch angle; bottom panel: 40 keV electrons near

0◦ (Reproduced from Holmgren et al., 1980 with permission of John

Wiley and Sons).

Marklund et al. (1988) analyzed the Trigger results and
concluded that the expanding neutral cloud swept up the
ambient plasma creating a radial Hall current which was
partially balanced by a reverse Pedersen current driven by the
generated polarization field. The net current was closed by field-
aligned currents in both directions. Thus, two Alfvén wave were
launched. Estimating the Pedersen and wave conductances the
authors concluded that the expanding neutral cloud, including
a preceding shock wave, constituted a voltage generator. On
the basis of the measured amplitude of the electric field and
the dimensions of the cloud, field-aligned current densities
well above those observed in auroral arcs can be derived,
although with a high degree of uncertainty. Some of the authors
therefore discussed the possibility of the current becoming
unstable and developing anomalous resistivity somewhere in
lower densities above the cloud (Kelley et al., 1980; Yau and
Whalen, 1988). This way field-parallel voltages of 2 kV and
above could have been generated. However, the above cited
energy flux would be inconsistent with such a model and
also with the presence of similar electron fluxes from below.
Dissipation of the field-aligned current due to the finite parallel
resistivity of the ionosphere and runaway electrons emerging
therefrom, have not been considered. On the other hand, it is
very unlikely that the field-parallel electron fluxes could have
been generated by pitch-angle scattering of magnetospheric
electrons. This hypothesis was therefore discarded by Holmgren
et al. (1980). Equally difficult to explain is that next to the

dominant electron component of 2 keV short enhancements were
measured as well at energies up and above 40 keV and near
0◦ within a second after injection. The experiment left many
open questions.

Next to the electron enhancements and the electric field
pulses also electric field and density waves were observed, first
overlapping with the electron burst and, after 1 s, for another
interval of about 1 s (Kintner et al., 1980). The second pulse in the
range of 1–2 kHz appeared when the Cs-cloud had surrounded
the payload. The authors interpreted the waves as excited by an
ion-ion streaming instability between Cs+ and the ambient ions.

Years later the Swedish group tried to repeat the Trigger
experiment with two rocket flights, the Tor project, however
with less success (Holmgren et al., 1988). With similar intentions
Wescott et al. (1985) injected barium with shaped charges
transverse to the magnetic field in sunlight for photo-ionization.
Electric field pulses as well as waves were observed but no
stimulated electron precipitation. However, promptly following
a barium release, ions up to 6.8 keV with auroral intensity were
observed, not energized, but presumably pitch-angle scattered by
the explosion.

Another type of active experiments along the same lines
were the plasma depletions caused by the exhaust of the Space
Shuttle (Mendillo et al., 1975) and, intentionally, by releases
of H2O, CO2, and N2 from explosive charges of nitromethane
and ammonium nitrate in Project Waterhole (Yau et al., 1981;
Whalen et al., 1985). The goal was to reduce the local plasma
density by a factor of 10 and, in the presence of strong field-
aligned currents, lower the threshold for current instabilities.
The ensuing effects were to be observed in situ and by watching
the auroral emissions along the affected flux tube. A release
into a stable auroral arc led to large depressions in the local
plasma density, in the precipitating electron flux, and in the
emissions at 5,577 Å. This lasted for more than 2min. In another
rocket flight, the electron flux at 1.5 keV decreased slightly, but
large enhancement were observed at small pitch angles between
0.1 and several keV. Furthermore, large transient electric and
magnetic fields appeared with the passage of the shock front
from the explosive release. The strong transverse perturbation
field of 275 nT clearly indicated the generation of field-aligned
currents. Yau and Whalen (1988) speculated that electrostatic
ion cyclotron waves may have been excited by the current in the
reduced plasma density of the hole.

The cited paper by Yau and Whalen (1988) contains an
excellent review of all the here mentioned auroral modification
experiments including the relevant associated literature. What
stands out among the various attempts, is the Trigger
experiment of 1977. The mechanism leading to enhanced
electron fluxes, most likely accelerated out of the ionospheric
plasma background, remains largely unexplained. At the time
of writing of this review, active plasma experiments in space
appear to be stories from the pioneering past. However, the
open questions remain und would deserve new attempts for their
clarification. However, one must acknowledge that, like in case
of the magnetospheric modification experiments, it is not easy
to initiate nature to give away its secrets by the modest means
accessible to space researchers.
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SPECIAL PHYSICAL PROCESSES

Critical Ionization Velocity Experiments
Alfvén (1954) introduced the critical ionization velocity (CIV)
effect in a theory of planetary formation. It is a beam-plasma
discharge developing when a beam of neutral particles crosses a
magnetized plasma. The energy is drawn from the kinetic energy
of the neutrals transverse to the magnetic field in the plasma
frame. The transverse velocity component must exceed a critical
threshold, vcrit :

vn⊥ > vcrit =

√

2 eVion

mn
(9)

(mn is the mass of the neutral particle). The idea is that
instabilities of the freshly generated ions excite plasma waves
(e.g., lower hybrid), by which the electrons are resonantly heated
up to and beyond the ionization potential, Vion, of the neutrals. If
the electrons make at least one ionizing collision during the time
of contact with the neutrals the discharge can proceed. The latter
is the so-called Townsend condition. It implies a lower limit on
the density of the neutrals.

Alfvén’s idea soon found much interest among theorists and
experimenters, foremost in Alfven’s laboratory in Stockholm.
Whereas, theories concentrated on the energy coupling processes
from ions to electrons, various situations in astrophysics,
cometary and planetary sciences were proposed to be sites of
this effect. It was soon recognized that space offered good
possibilities for testing the effect in the absence of walls and
with the availability of in-situ diagnostics of particles and waves
without disturbing the process. It so happened that in the 1970’s
a series of rocket flights was to be performed in Esrange/Kiruna
(Project Porcupine). The payloads, highly instrumented for
plasma research in the auroral ionosphere, also carried a shaped
charge experiment (see section Diagnostics of Electric Fields by
Tracing Visible Plasma Clouds). The author, PI of the project,
decided to dedicate one the shaped charge firings to studying the
CIV effect (Haerendel, 1982).

Figure 15A explains the situation. The neutral barium jet
contained a large fraction of atoms with velocities well above
vcrit for barium, which is 2.7 km/s. In order to separate CIV
ionization from photo-ionization, the injection occurred below
the terminator for the lowest ionizing photons from the sun.
The charge was pointed at an angle of 28◦ with respect to
B, so that, after a short while, initially ionized barium would
appear in sunlight and could be well-separated from subsequently
photo-ionized particles. Figure 15B shows the result of the
experiment of 1979 in terms of densitometer traces of the
cloud as observed from ground: A narrow streak along the
field lines through the injection point and a diffuse cloud
to the right. Haerendel (1982) estimated that 30 % of the
component above vcrit , i.e., between 15 and 20% of the total,
had been ionized initially. Since the main payload was offset
from the flux tube through the Ba jet, only fringe effects of
the generated electromagnetic perturbations could be observed.
The presentation of the observations was accompanied by

FIGURE 15 | (A) Configuration of the injection of a barium jet at 560 km height

and 100 km below the UV terminator at Esrange in 1979 with the goal to test

the Critical Ionization Velocity effect. Inclination of the neutral beam with

respect to the field lines allows separation of instantly generated ions from the

photo-ionized ones when appearing in sunlight. (B) Densitometer traces of the

ion distribution above the terminator. Nearly all ions to the left of 15 km are the

result of the initial ionization (Haerendel, 1982).

theoretical considerations of the energy transfer process and
of the limitations on the successful burning of the discharge.
Both aspects were subsequently taken up in a great number
of similar space experiments and theoretical investigations.
Excellent reviews have been published by Brenning (1992), Lai
et al. (1996), and Lai (2001).

The disturbing finding was that none of the following
rocket experiments up to CRIT 2 in 1989 showed any CIV
associated yield. Several theories tried to explain the reason for
the discrepancy with the Porcupine result (e.g., Machida and
Goertz, 1988; Torbert, 1988; Papadopoulos, 1992; Moghaddam-
Taaheri and Goertz, 1993). However, finally the CRIT 2 rocket
experiment (Torbert et al., 1992) and several releases from the
CRRES satellite (Wescott et al., 1994) produced yields of at
least a few percent. In CRIT 2, for instance, the release-rocket
configuration was such that the energized electrons could be
intercepted by the main payload directly along the field line of
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the explosion and compared with the optical yield. Still many
questions remained with respect to the enormous differences
found for the CIV related ionization between the various
experiments. The cited references and many more to be found
in these papers demonstrate to how much depth the exploration
of the CIV process in space, laboratory, and natural environments
has been subjected to carefully designed experiments, theory, and
numerical modeling.

“Skidding” of Fast Plasma Clouds
The Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES)
was designed to perform a number of plasma injection
experiments with diverse objectives, most of them along the
lines of previous studies, such as diamagnetic cavities (cf.
section Magnetic Cavities), magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling
(cf. section Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling), field line
tracing and acceleration (cf. section Field-Parallel Acceleration),
stimulating wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere (cf.
section Magnetospheric Modifications), and testing the CIV
effect (cf. section Critical Ionization Velocity Experiments).
However, a new goal was conceived under the name “skidding.”
It was to study the initially delayed braking of a plasma cloud
injected from an orbiting spacecraft into the upper ionosphere
(350–450 km). What is new in comparison with the coupling
of ion clouds to the ionosphere as discussed in section Relative
Motions of Plasma Clouds and Auroral Arcs, is the impact of
the high inertia of the injected ions. Mitchell et al. (1985) had
studied the situation with numerical simulations and predicted
that a 10 kg cloud would be able to skid for tens of seconds
and tens of kilometers before coming to rest with respect to the
ionosphere. The ion braking sets up a polarization field with
E × B in the direction of the neutral cloud motion. Other than
in the magnetosphere-ionosphere coupling discussed in section
Magnetosphere-Ionosphere Coupling, the ambient ionosphere
not only transfers momentum. Propagating almost instantly to
the ionosphere, momentum is to be shared with the mass along
the flux tube and with the region of current closure in the
lower ionosphere. The motion decays due to dissipation by
the Pedersen current, but with a delay because of the inertia
temporarily stored in the background. The CRRES results (Huba
et al., 1992) confirmed the predictions, however, skidding times
and distances turned out to be lower than calculated, namely 3 s
and 9 km for a 10 kg release. Further discussions on the current
state of skidding theory and experiment can be found in a review
paper by Winske et al. (2019).

Cycloid Bunching
At one of the CRRES barium releases at an altitude of 6,180 km
a new phenomenon was observed, the formation of non-field-
aligned curved structures (Bernhardt et al., 1993). The effect is
explained as consequence of the motion of ions generated from
a fast moving neutral cloud expanding as a spherical shell. If the
linear motion of the spacecraft is faster than the cloud’s expansion
velocity, the trajectories of the injected ions are dominated by
cycloidal motions transverse to B, while also proceeding along
the field. At the cusps of the cycloids the transverse velocity
goes to zero and the density is strongly enhanced. This leads

to phase bunching as a purely kinetic effect, no instability
involved. However, there may be modifications caused by the
resulting electric polarization fields. The key issue underlying
the appearance of visible structures is the Doppler shift and the
deep absorption profile of the solar Fraunhofer line at 4,555 Å.
Depending on the component of the gyromotion along the cloud-
sun line, the brightness is varying with the cyclotron frequency.
Unfortunately, the observing intensified CCD camera did not
have the sensitivity to resolve the variations with gyro-frequency,
however 2 sec exposures showed for about 10 s curved structures,
alluding to the contour of the expanding neutral cloud. Bernhardt
et al. (1993) supported the interpretation as due to cycloid
bunching by an integral solution of the Vlasov equation for the
evolution of the ion distributions including the Doppler effect.
The observed phenomenon once more demonstrated that with
space plasmas single particle effects can be important, in this case
for the optical appearance, in the artificial comet experiment even
for the overall dynamics.

CONCLUSIONS

Letting the here reported physical processes passing one’s mind,
one is induced to ask three questions: What has been and will
remain unique?What has been superseded by later investigations
with diagnostic instrumentation? Andwhat is worth doing again?
It is undisputable that what was described in section Diagnostics
of Electric Fields by Tracing Visible Plasma Clouds, the role
of the plasma clouds as tracers of natural motions, has been
replaced by the development of double Langmuir probes for
measuring electric fields. By contrast, the detailed insights into
coupling processes in magnetosphere and solar wind summarized
in section Coupling to the Ionosphere and Interaction With
the Solar Wind are hard to obtain from orbiting vehicles in
combination with ground-based measurements.Modifications of
the ionosphere with plasma injections have only been partially
successful. In the magnetosphere they did not succeed at all.
Would it make sense to try again? The efforts would have
to be substantially higher than those made in the past. On
the other hand, the equatorial ionosphere and, in particular,
the spread-F instabilities, have been thoroughly investigated
by radar and in-situ rocket and satellite measurements. The
physics of wave-particle interactions in the magnetosphere has
been and still is being explored bymany satellite missions in close
cooperation with theory and simulations. In both cases there
is little reason for new active experiments. The situation differs
with respect to the stimulation of electron precipitation in the
auroral ionosphere. Only few incomplete data sets are available.
Little is really understood. There is no other way to clarify
what is happening than with active experiments. By contrast,
the CIV experiments with rockets and satellites have generated
plenty of significant data and have stimulated intensive support
by lab experiments and theory. Further space experiments
are not likely to add much new information. Skidding and
cycloid bunching are processes of minor general importance
and the few experiments done can be considered as sufficiently
well-understood.
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We passed over the coupling processes treated in sections
Coupling to the Ionosphere and InteractionWith the Solar Wind
without conclusions. The experiments were certainly unique and
generated a wealth of new insights. It is hard to imagine how they
could be replaced by diagnostics from orbiting satellites. Plasma
cloud experiments supported by in situ and remote observations
seem to be the only way. Can we say that there is enough
material available and sufficiently developed understanding?
While magnetospheric and ionospheric experiments have been
continued into the early nineties by the CRRES mission, artificial
comet experiments were done only twice by AMPTE.Would it be
a good idea to undertake a new mission? It would most likely add
new facets to the solar wind-plasma cloud interactions, clarify
some details, but would probably not produce new fundamental
insights. It has to be taken into account that the experimental and
logistic efforts are great. Raising support for a newmission from a
space agency would not be easy today. On the other hand, related
physical processes are being and will continue to be explored with
cometary and planetary missions.

We must accept that active plasma experiments in space
were pioneering deeds of the past. They led to many unexpected
discoveries and explored territory unknown at that time. Those
actively involved experienced a most fascinating and often
adventurous period of their lives. This short review tries to
direct attention to the main achievements in understanding
the encountered physical processes. It cannot convey
the fascination.
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